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Some of the properties of codes capable of detecting errors when used on a 
binary asymmetric (or Z) channel are examined and in fact the maximum 
cardinality codes are determined. These results are extended to the q-ary asym 
metric channel introduced by Varshamov (1973), IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 19, 
92-95). 
I. PROPERTIES OF ASYMMETRIC ERROR DETECTING CODES 
The binary asymmetric channel, also called the Z channel, has the 
property that a transmitted 0 is always received correctly (0-~ 0), but a 
transmitted 1 may be received as a 0 or a 1 (1 ~ 0 or 1 -~ 1). This channel 
model frequently arises, for example, in optical communication systems, 
where photons may fail to be detected (1 ~ 0) but the creation of spurious 
photons (0~ 1) is impossible. Here we study block codes C of length n 
which are capable of detecting the occurrence of any pattern of e or fewer 
asymmetric errors (1-~ 0). For C to be able to do this it is necessary and 
sufficient that whenever a codeword x of C is changed to a word y by e or 
fewer asymmetric errors, then y is not a codeword of C. Hence a decoder 
determines the presence of errors by the reception of a noncodeword. For 
example, any constant weight code detects any number of asymmetric errors: 
a received word contains errors if and only if it has weight less than the 
weight of a codeword. In Section II we prove that maximal cardinality asym- 
metric error detecting codes are obtained by taking the collection of all 
length n words having certain weights (depending on e), but here we simply 
examine some of the properties of error detecting codes for the Z channel. 
Let x and _y be binary n-tuples. We say _x >~ _y if the inequality is valid for 
each component of x and _y. If neither _x/> _y nor _y ~>_x in this partial 
ordering, then x and y are said to be incomparable. In any case, define _x\_y 
to be the binary n-tuple whose ith component is 1 if and only if x i = 1 and 
Yi = 0; regard _x and _y as indicator functions on an n-set to see that this is 
simply a set difference. Let ]_x] denote the Hamming weight of _x, that is, the 
real sum of the components of x. 
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Evidently, if x is transmitted along the Z channel and _y is received, then 
_x>~ y. The proof of the following theorem is immediate from the above 
discussion: 
THEOREM 1. Code C detects all patterns of e or fewer asymmetric errors 
if and only if whenever distinet codewords x and x' of C satisfy _x >~ _x' they 
also satisfy I_x~'l >~ e + 1. 
It is interesting to compare this requirement with the combinatorial 
requirements arising in other coding problems. Write 
X ~ cg(C)=min{l_x~'l:_x,_x' E C,_x>~_x', andx4:_  }, 
with the understanding that if all pairs of distinct codewords of C are incom- 
parable, then c9(C) = n + I. Theorem 1 states that C detects c~(C) - 1 asym- 
X'  metric errors. Let us write M(x,_x') and re(x,_ ), respectively, for the 
maximum and minimum values of ]_x~' I and I_x'~]. The asymmetric 
distance between x and _x' is da(_x, _x') = M(_x, _x') and the Hamming distance 
between x and _x' is d(_x, x ' )  = M(_x, _x') + m(x, _x'). We write da(C) and d(C) 
for the minimum value of these distances taken over all pairs of distinct 
codewords. The following facts are well known: C corrects e asymmetric 
errors if d~(C)>/e + 1 (see, e.g., Constantin and Rao (1979)), C detects e 
symmetric errors (1 -~0 or 0~1)  if d(C)>/e+l ,  and C corrects e 
symmetric errors if d(C)>/2e + 1. It is thus obvious that any code that can 
detect (correct) e symmetric errors can also detect (correct) e asymmetric 
errors. For linear codes we have a partial converse. 
COROLLARY. A linear code C detects e asymmetric errors if and only if C 
detects e symmetric errors. 
Proof. We need only prove the "only if" and for this it is sufficient to 
prove that c~(C) ~< d(C). Suppose _x and x'  in C satisfy d(x, x ' )  = d(C). Since 
C is linear, _0 and x+x '  lie in C and thus c~(C)~<lx+_x'~_0[ =d(_x,_x')= 
d(C). Q.E.D. 
Perhaps what is more interesting is that unlike the situation in coding for 
symmetric errors, asymmetric error detecting codes and asymmetric error 
correcting codes require different combinatorial structures. Indeed, for asym- 
metric error detection we require that da(x , _x') be large only when x and x'  
are comparable. 
It is possible to generalize Theorem 1 to include both cases of symmetric 
and asymmetric error detection. Suppose we desire a code C capable of 
detecting el0 errors of type 1 -~ 0 and e01 errors of type 0 -~ 1. Let E and e be 
the maximum and minimum of el0 and e01. It is easy to check that C will 
have the desired property if for all pairs of distinct codewords x and x' we 
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have M(_x,_x') > E or m(x, x ' )  > e. This requirement reduces to Theorem 1 
when e0~ = 0 and to the requirement for symmetric error detection when 
e0~ + e~0 is fixed. Note that an error detecting code for the Z channel will 
perform equally as well when used on an "inverted Z" channel, where only 
errors of the type 0-~ 1 occur. 
Sometimes a code with a mixture of error correcting and error detecting 
abilities is desired; we might wish to correct e errors and detect f errors 
(where e < f ) .  We examine a curious channel, the unidirectional channel 
with unknown direction of drift (UCUD), that will never be seen in practice, 
but which is a hybrid of the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and the Z 
channel. It turns out that codes designed to correct errors when used on the 
UCUD have a mixture of error detecting and correcting abilities when used 
on the Z channel. We imagine the UCUD as a channel that, prior to the 
transmission of each codeword, randomly chooses to send the codeword 
along either a Z channel or an inverted Z channel; we do not know the 
outcome of this selection. It is important o realize that the UCUD does not 
choose an asymmetric hannel and then maintain this same choice for the 
transmission of all later codewords; nor, at the other extreme, does the 
UCUD randomly choose a channel before the transmission of each bit. The 
UCUD chooses a direction of drift before transmitting each codeword. 
THEOREM 2. Properties (1) and (2) are equivalent and are implied by 
(3). I f  C is assumed to be linear, then all three properties are equivalent. 
(1) C corrects e errors when used on the UCUD. 
(2) C corrects e errors and detects 2e errors when used on the Z 
channel. 
(3) C corrects e errors when used on the BSC. 
Proof  We confine ourselves to proving the equivalence of (1) and (2) 
since the remainder of the theorem is a straightforward consequence of 
definitions and the corollary to Theorem 1. 
Property (1) implies (2). If (1) holds, then C can certainly correct e errors 
when used on the Z channel, so we need to prove that C detects 2e 
asymmetric errors, that is, c3(C)/> 2e + 1. Let x and x '  be in C with _x >/_x' 
and I_x~'l = t, say. Let _y be chosen to have [t/2] ones and [t/2j zeros in the 
coordinates where _x and x'  disagree, and let the remaining coordinates of_y 
agree with those of _x. Then _y can be received when either x or x'  is 
transmitted on the UCUD after an occurrence of no more then It/2] errors. 
Thus C fails to correct It/2] errors on the UCUD,  so that by (1), [t/2] >~ 
e + 1. Hence, t >7 2e + 1, which implies c~(C)/> 2e + 1. 
Property (2) implies (1). Suppose that a codeword of C has been 
transmitted along the UCUD and after an occurrence of no more than e 
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errors the word y is received. We show that (2) implies that y is uniquely 
decodable. Since C corrects e errors of type 1 -4 0, there exists at most one 
codeword _x such that x/> _y and I_x\_yl ~ e. However, a code correcting e 
errors of type 1 -4 0 also corrects e errors of type 0-4 1 (see, e.g., Constantin 
and Rao (1979)) and so by the same reasoning there exists at most one 
codeword x'  such that y >~ _x' and I_Y~'I ~ e. One of the words _x or _x' must 
exist and be the transmitted codeword. However, _x and x'  cannot both exist 
and be distinct, for otherwise x~>x'  and I_x) ' l= l_x \_y]+l_y~' l~2e,  
contradicting the fact that ~(C)~> 2e + 1. Therefore y can be uniquely 
decoded as the codeword comparable with y and having asymmetric distance 
from y not exceeding e. Q.E.D. 
II. OPTIMAL CODES 
We write B(n, e) for the maximum number of codewords in any length n 
binary code capable of detecting e (or fewer) asymmetric errors. In this 
section we determine B(n, e) and show that the result readily generalizes to 
the q-ary asymmetric hannels discussed by Varshamov (1973) and other 
authors. 
We have already remarked that a constant weight code can detect any 
number of asymmetric errors and so, for example, B(n,n)>~(t,~/2j), the 
number of words of weight [n/2], Freiman (1962) proved that equality 
obtains in this estimate; in doing so he reproved a classical theorem of 
Sperner (1928) which asserts exactly this fact: the maximal number of 
incomparable binary n-tuples is attained by taking all words of weight In/2] 
(or In/2]). Here we evaluate B(n, e) by making use of a generalization of 
Sperner's theorem due to Kleitman (1974). 
To state Kleitman's theorem requires further terminology. Let S be a 
partially ordered set. A subset of S is said to be a chain if it contains no 
incomparable elements; a chain is maximal if it is not a proper subset of any 
other chain. The set S itself may be a chain in which case the elements of S 
are linearly ordered. Suppose S 1 ..... S n are chains and let S be the Cartesian 
product S = S 1 × ... × S, .  Then S can be partially ordered in a natural way 
by letting (s I ..... s , )~  (tl ..... t,) mean that the relation holds in each 
component. In this case where S is a product of chains there is a well-defined 
rank function: for each x ~ S, the rank of x is the maximum number of 
elements in any chain that contains only elements trictly less than x. The 
example of present interest is where S is the set of binary n-tuples, each 
S i= {0, 1}, and the rank of x is ]_x I. A maximal chain y in S may be 
expressed as an array y = (0_, x 1 ..... _X,_l, !), where _x i ~< _xi+ 1 and ]xil = i. 
As proved by Hsieh and Kleitman (1973), any partially ordered set which 
is expressible as a product of chains possesses the so-called LYM property 
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(or equivalently, the normalized matching property: see Kleitman (1974)). 
This means that there exists a nonempty list of maximal chains from the 
partial order such that for any w each of the elements of rank w appear in 
the same number of chains. Thus, if there are L chains in the list and n(w) 
elements of rank w in the poset then each element of rank w appears in 
L/n(w) of the chains. 
Suppose that P denotes a property that a subset of a partial order may 
enjoy. We will say that P is inheritable if whenever a set C enjoys P so does 
every subset of C. For example, the property of containing only incom- 
parable elements is inheritable. 
We now can state Kleitman's result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a partially ordered set possesses the LYM 
property and has n(w) elements of rank w. Let C be any subset of the partial 
order which enjoys an inheritable property P. Then we can upper bound the 
cardinality of C as 
IcI ~< max ~ n(l_xl), 
? xE7 
where the maximum is taken over all chains ~ which enjoy property P. 
Proof. Suppose (~1,~2 ..... ~)L) is the list of chains given by the LYM 
property. Write each of these chains as a column of elements from the partial 
order to obtain a matrix (~u)" We place a uniform probability distribution p
on those elements in the matrix which also belong to C, that is, 
p(_xu)=O, if _x u~C, 
= k, if _x u C C, 
where k is a suitable constant. Since an element x ~ C appears L/n(l_x]) 
times in a row of this matrix we obtain a distribution on the elements of the 
partial order 
p(_x) = 0, if _x ~ C, 
= kZ/n(l_xl), if _x C C. 
Thus, the expected value of n([x[) is 
E(n(lxl))= ~ kL =kL Ici. 
xEC 
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On the other hand, from the matrix point of view, 
E(n([_xD) = ~ {kn(l_xul): _xij ~ C} 
= kL . -L ~ n(I-x[) 
j= 1 xey/nc 
= kL average n(l_xO) 
Yi x~yjnc 
<.kL max ~ n(Ixl) 
Y~ _x~yinc 
4 kL max V n(l_xl). 
Y _x~7 
The last inequality, in which • is an arbitrary chain enjoying P, follows since 
the previous maximum involves chains yjC3 C, each of which enjoys the 
inheritable property P. Q.E.D. 
We now use Theorem 3 to evaluate B(n, e). Actually, an equivalent result 
was proved by Katona (1972) in a different context and by different 
methods. 
THEOREM 4. The code C consisting of all length n words whose weight is 
congruent to in~2] modulo (e + 1) attains B(n, e). Thus, 
w= [n/2]rnod(e+ 1) W 
Proof Suppose code C1 attains B(n, e). Since C1 detects e asymmetric 
errors, any subset of C 1 also detects e errors, that is, comparable lements 
must differ in weight (rank) by at least e + 1. Applying Theorem 3, we see 
that 
B(n,e)=[Cl l~max X~ / \ l  n ) 
, I_xl '  
where the maximum is taken over all chains 7 such that any two elements of 
7 differ in weight by at least e + 1. It is now clear that 
(") 
t w=tmod(e+i )  W 
The numbers (~) are unimodal and symmetric, that is, (~.) < (~.) if i < j 
n/2 and (~) = (,2w). Hence the maximum occurs when t = [n/2J (or [n/Z]). 
Code C of the theorem detects e errors and attains this bound. Q.E.D. 
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By a routine Fourier analysis (see, e.g., Knuth, 1968) we have for even n, 
B(n, e) -- e + 1 cos" 
k=0 ~ ' 
and for odd n, B(n, e) ~- ½B(n + 1, e). For example, 
B(n, 2) = (2" + 2)/3 for even n, 
= (2" + 1)/3 for odd n; 
and 
B(n, 3) = 2 "-2 + 2 ("-2)/2 for even n, 
= 2 "-2 + 2 (n-3)/2 for odd n. 
Note that the density of a maximal e error detecting code among the 2" 
possible words is quite large, slightly larger than 1/(e + 1). Also, decoding 
these codes is very easy: only the weight of a received word must be 
checked. However, these codes are generally not systematic, which may be 
desirable in practice. Berger (1961) constructed a family of codes detecting 
all asymmetric errors, but which have fewer than ([,~2j) codewords. We do 
not know of a systematic onstruction for e asymmetric error detecting 
codes. One place where this might not be of concern is in the coding of 
control operations, where the weight of a codeword could signal that a 
certain set of commands be called, and the l's positions of a codeword could 
signal subset of these commands hould be executed. 
We look at error detecting codes for the q-ary asymmetric hannel. This 
channel, first studied by Varshamov (1973), has the property that whenever 
a q-ary word x is transmitted the possible received words are those q-ary _y 
such that _x ~ _y (where the inequality is interpreted componentwise). We 
write _x\_y for the word whose ith component is max{0, xi -  Yi} and t_x] for 
the real sum of the components of x. When x is transmitted and y is received, 
we say that [x\y i asymmetric errors have occured (e.g., (3, 1)--+ (1, 0) counts 
as 3 errors). It is easy to see that even with this new interpretation, 
Theorem 1 remains valid. Note that the q-ary n-tuples can be viewed as a 
product of chains {0, 1 ..... q -  1} and that the rank of x is again Ix t. Let 
Bq(n, e) be the maximum number of codewords in a length n code capable of 
detecting e errors on the q-ary asymmetric channel. 
THEOREM 5. The code C consisting of all q-ary words _x whose rank I_x[ 
is congruent o [n(q - 1)/2] modulo (e + 1) attains Bo(n, e). Thus, 
Bq(n, e) = ) '  Pq(w, n), 
w=-[n(q 1)/2J rood(e+ 1) 
where Pq(W, n) denotes the number of q-ary n-tuples of rank w. 
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Proof  The proof  paral lels the proof  of  Theorem 4 in every detail except 
that it is not entirely obvious that the numbers Pq(w, n) are unimodal  and 
symmetr ic  about n(q -  1)/2. Observe that 
Pq(w, n + 1) =Pq(w,  n) + Pq(W - 1, n) + . . .  + Pq(w - (q - 1), n) 
since a length n + 1 word of  rank w may be formed by juxtaposing a letter i, 
0 <~ i ~ q - 1, with a length n word of rank w - i. Using this recurrence and 
the trivial fact that Pq(w, 1) = 1 for 0 ~< w ~< q - 1 we deduce that 
n(q 1) 
Z 
W=0 
Pq(w,n)zW=(1  + z + z2 + ... + zq- l )  n. 
From this it is evident (or may be proved simply by induct ion) that 
Pq( i ,n )<Pq( j ,n )  whenever i< j<n(q -1) /2  and that Pq(w,n)= 
Pq(n(q -  1) - w, n). Q.E.D.  
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